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The new Loro Piana Interiors collection 
is showcasing stripes and weaves, 
on pure linen and cotton, wool and blends.
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From elegant pinstripes to bold ticking, Bengal stripes 
and ombré effects, lines are very much to the fore this season.
Adding a fresh new look to interiors fabrics, they are also 
a celebration of colour, with beautifully refined neutrals, 
and accent shades to mix and match.
All of the options are designed to be combined, 
offering vast scope for original décor schemes.
Taking their inspiration from our archive designs 
for refined men’s tailoring fabrics are the basket weave linen
Benghazi, which presents a positive/negative effect, 
and the woollen-spun wool fabric Atlas, to team with the wool
and cashmere fabrics already present in the collection, 
in solid colourways or pinstripes.
Grant is in Loro Piana’s iconic Zelander® wool, with 
the addition of a hint of stretch: a simple, versatile fabric
which comes in a version with bouclé stripes in four shades 
on a neutral base. With its textured, three-dimensional
surface and sophisticated look, it links the two themes 
of the collection - weaves and stripes.

Stripes 
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armchair Atlas,

piping Altai

plaid Gessato



Darjeeling is a basket weave linen with Bengal stripes, 
in new shades to team with the neutrals, 
while the linen fabric Millwood, 
with its colourful ticking stripes of different widths set against
a white or ecru background, features two tonal shades 
or a neutral base with accent stripes.
Both are ideal for upholstery and pillows.
Rounding off the collection is the curtain fabric Calima, 
a light-weight linen with an ombré pinstripe pattern 
created using a thicker tone on tone yarn.
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pillows Darjeeling

pillow Millwood

wallcovering Piazzetta Stripe

chair Benghazi

chair Millwood



wallcovering Casanova Plain

armachair Atlas and Altai

plaid Gessato



Linen and cotton fabrics celebrate colour 
and embrace texture, with special effect weaves. 
The new Ottomania linen and cotton fabric presents a stripy
canneté weave with an attractive three-dimensional look.
Available in neutral shades, it is full-bodied and durable,
perfect for upholstery and pillows.
Pure linen is used for Savannah, which is crafted 
with stripe-effect weaves that capture the light 
in different ways. 
Drawing on in-depth archive research, it offers 
a refined new look for upholstery and pillows.
Linen meets wool in the two-tone maxi piqué Escher, 
which has a raised weave and a very casual feel.

Weaves
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pillow Millwood

pillow Savannah

pillow Escher

pillow Taragarh

sofa Papeete



wallcovering Piazzetta Stripe

armchair Escher

rug Pomerol
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sofa Papeete

plaid Gessato

rug Saint Emilion

St. Remy, a classic hopsack weave cotton, 
presents new colourways, now offering a palette 
that extends to 14 shades. 
Its durability and versatility make it ideal 
for upholstering large pieces.
Lamotte, a basket weave cotton and linen blend, 
is a classic fabric in two neutral colourways.
Pastel tones join the classic shades on Fenicia, 
a light-weight cotton and linen blend, 
and the wool cashmere fabric Taragarh, 
which is perfect for rich curtains.





The outdoor fabrics also pick up the two key themes 
of the summer collection, with weaves featuring bouclé yarns.
Dehors Bouclé and Sabi-Sands present an invitingly 
natural hand and are ideal used together, capitalising 
on the way in which their different weaves capture the light. 
The stripe theme continues on Dehors Principato 
and Monaco which has a soft, cotton-like texture. 
Available with a pinstripe pattern or wide stripes, 
perfect for curating original combinations 
in shades of grey, light blue and natural tones.
Lastly, the indoor carpets in Sisal present an original
herringbone weave, along with the classic stripe 
weave carpet designed to be edged in Tiepolo wool. 
New this season for outdoor settings, is a weather-proof Sisal.
Ideal with a border in Dehors Plain fabric.

Outdoor 
and 

Carpets
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chair Dehors Monaco

pillow Dehors Principato

pillow Dehors Plain

plaid Gessato



chair Dehors Principato

chair and pillow Dehors Monaco

pillow Dehors Plain

rug Dehors Rug Stuoia

rug Dehors Rug Stripe



Stripes and weaves are also showcased 
on the new season’s wallcoverings. 
Piazzetta is a fil posé in linen and polyester 
in two versions: 
Plain and Stripe, in dusty shades 
and lovat green. Perfect to mix and match 
in refined décor schemes. 

Wallcoverings
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wallcovering Piazzetta Stripe

armchair Escher

blanket Two in Hand

chair Benghazi

pillow Millwood



Constantia and Sandton, crafted from cotton, 
polyamide and polyester in a luminous ivory colourway,
present fresh, rich textures: the weaves conceal stripes 
and chevrons in thicker yarns that catch the light.
Casanova Plain is a fil posé in textural jute, 
in a light shade designed to be teamed 
with the striped version in the collection.
The season also sees the debut of wool for wall coverings.
Essaouira, in a palette of natural shades, has an inviting
handfeel and a rich look with a distinctive gleam, 
and boasts all the outstanding natural properties 
of temperature-regulating, hygroscopic wool. 
Flame retardant.
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wallcovering Casanova Plain

wallcovering Sandton



The Loro Piana Interiors collection is rounded off 
with a soft pinstripe blanket in cashmere, 
picking up the stripes theme. 
Lighter than our classic cashmere thanks to a special finish, 
it is presented in a palette of fresh shades, 
hand-picked from more than 250 colour tests.
Also new is the maxi throw measuring 270 x 250 cm –
available in this size for the first time. 
It is in diagonal cashmere with coloured bands 
that echo the design of the classic Four in Hand blanket. 
This piece has two bands and has been called Two in Hand.

Blankets 
and 

throws
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blanket Two in Hand

plaid Gessato



From elegant pinstripes to bold ticking, Bengal stripes 
and ombré effects, lines are very much to the fore this season.
Adding a fresh new look to interiors fabrics, they are also 
a celebration of colour, with beautifully refined neutrals, 
and accent shades to mix and match.
All of the options are designed to be combined, 
offering vast scope for original décor schemes.
Taking their inspiration from our archive designs 
for refined men’s tailoring fabrics are the basket weave linen
Benghazi, which presents a positive/negative effect, 
and the woollen-spun wool fabric Atlas, to team with the wool
and cashmere fabrics already present in the collection, 
in solid colourways or pinstripes.
Grant is in Loro Piana’s iconic Zelander® wool, with 
the addition of a hint of stretch: a simple, versatile fabric
which comes in a version with bouclé stripes in four shades 
on a neutral base. With its textured, three-dimensional
surface and sophisticated look, it links the two themes 
of the collection - weaves and stripes.

Stripes 
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armchair Atlas,

piping Altai

plaid Gessato

Darjeeling is a basket weave linen with Bengal stripes, 
in new shades to team with the neutrals, 
while the linen fabric Millwood, 
with its colourful ticking stripes of different widths set against
a white or ecru background, features two tonal shades 
or a neutral base with accent stripes.
Both are ideal for upholstery and pillows.
Rounding off the collection is the curtain fabric Calima, 
a light-weight linen with an ombré pinstripe pattern 
created using a thicker tone on tone yarn.
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pillows Darjeeling

pillow Millwood

wallcovering Piazzetta Stripe

chair Benghazi

chair Millwood

wallcovering Casanova Plain

armachair Atlas and Altai

plaid Gessato

Atlas AWV1035RS col. 2 Madreperla 100% wool

Piping Altai A4668RS col. 26 Granato 90% wool 10% cashmere

Plaid Gessato PC4968 col. 5 Kasha/Light Marengo 100% cashmere

Darjeeling AL2029 col. 9 Lovat 100% linen

Millwood AL2011 col. 6 Lovat / Eucalyptus 100% linen

Piazzetta Stripe AWL1010 col. 002 Lovat /Grey Dune 62% linen 38% pl

Millwood AL2011 col. 6 Lovat /Eucalyptus 100% linen

Benghazi AL2049 RS col. White/Eucalyptus 100% linen

Pomerol col. Malachite cimosa Amaranto 100% wool

Atlas AWV1035RS col. 3 Piment Doux 100% wool

Plaid Gessato PC4968 col. 5 Kasha/Light Marengo 100% cashmere

Wall covering Casanova Plain AWL1006 col. 1 Stuoia 100% jute

Atlas AWV1035RS col. 3 Piment Doux 100% wool

Altai A3668RS col. 2 Natural Brown 90% wool 10% cashmere

Linen and cotton fabrics celebrate colour 
and embrace texture, with special effect weaves. 
The new Ottomania linen and cotton fabric presents a stripy
canneté weave with an attractive three-dimensional look.
Available in neutral shades, it is full-bodied and durable,
perfect for upholstery and pillows.
Pure linen is used for Savannah, which is crafted 
with stripe-effect weaves that capture the light 
in different ways. 
Drawing on in-depth archive research, it offers 
a refined new look for upholstery and pillows.
Linen meets wool in the two-tone maxi piqué Escher, 
which has a raised weave and a very casual feel.

Weaves
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pillow Millwood

pillow Savannah

pillow Escher

pillow Taragarh

sofa Papeete

Millwood AL2011 col. 8 Carruba/Malva 100% linen

Savannah AL2050 col. 2 Biancore 100% linen

Escher AWV1021 col. 2 Biancore

Taragarh A3040RS col. 27 Aurora 85% wool 15% cashmere

Papeete AL2047 col. 2 Biancore 100% linen

wallcovering Piazzetta Stripe

armchair Escher

rug Pomerol
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sofa Papeete

plaid Gessato

rug Saint Emilion

St. Remy, a classic hopsack weave cotton, 
presents new colourways, now offering a palette 
that extends to 14 shades. 
Its durability and versatility make it ideal 
for upholstering large pieces.
Lamotte, a basket weave cotton and linen blend, 
is a classic fabric in two neutral colourways.
Pastel tones join the classic shades on Fenicia, 
a light-weight cotton and linen blend, 
and the wool cashmere fabric Taragarh, 
which is perfect for rich curtains.

Wall covering Piazzetta Stripe AWL1010 col. 1 Polvere/Grey Dune 

62% linen 38% pl

Escher AWV1021 col. 2 Biancore 55% linen 45% wool

Pomerol col. Biancore cimossa Kasha 100% wool

Escher AWV1021 col. 4 Madreperla 55% linen 45% cotton

Papeete AL2047 col. 2 Biancore 100% linen

Plaid Gessato PC4968 col. 1 Shaded White/Midnight 

e 2 Shaded White/Malachite 100% cashmere

Saint Emilion col. Cobalto Stripe Biancore 100% wool
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The outdoor fabrics also pick up the two key themes 
of the summer collection, with weaves featuring bouclé yarns.
Dehors Bouclé and Sabi-Sands present an invitingly 
natural hand and are ideal used together, capitalising 
on the way in which their different weaves capture the light. 
The stripe theme continues on Dehors Principato 
and Monaco which has a soft, cotton-like texture. 
Available with a pinstripe pattern or wide stripes, 
perfect for curating original combinations 
in shades of grey, light blue and natural tones.
Lastly, the indoor carpets in Sisal present an original
herringbone weave, along with the classic stripe 
weave carpet designed to be edged in Tiepolo wool. 
New this season for outdoor settings, is a weather-proof Sisal.
Ideal with a border in Dehors Plain fabric.

Outdoor 
and 

Carpets
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chair Dehors Monaco

pillow Dehors Principato

pillow Dehors Plain

plaid Gessato

Dehors Monaco AD9006 col. 2 Indigo/Kasha 100% PP

Dehors Principato AD9005 col. Indigo/Kasha Piping 

Dehors Plain AD9003 col. Indigo 100% PP

Dehors Plain AD9003 col. 7 Indigo 100% PP

Plaid Gessato PC4968 col. Shaded White/ Indigo 100% cashmere

chair Dehors Principato

chair and pillow Dehors Monaco

pillow Dehors Plain

rug Dehors Rug Stuoia

rug Dehors Rug Stripe

Dehors Principato AD9005 col. 2 Indigo/Kasha 100% PP

Dehors Monaco AD9006 col. 2 Indigo/Kasha 100% PP

Dehors Plain AD9003 col. 7 Indigo 100% PP

Dehors Rug Stuoia - Bordo Dehors Plain col. Indigo 100% PP

Tappeto Dehors Rug Stripe col. Midnight/Kasha 100% PP
The Loro Piana Interiors collection is rounded off 
with a soft pinstripe blanket in cashmere, 
picking up the stripes theme. 
Lighter than our classic cashmere thanks to a special finish, 
it is presented in a palette of fresh shades, 
hand-picked from more than 250 colour tests.
Also new is the maxi throw measuring 270 x 250 cm –
available in this size for the first time. 
It is in diagonal cashmere with coloured bands 
that echo the design of the classic Four in Hand blanket. 
This piece has two bands and has been called Two in Hand.

Blankets 
and 

throws
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blanket Two in Hand

plaid Gessato

Two in Hand PC4976 col. 2 Biancore/Kasha 85% cashmere 15% cotton

Plaid Gessato PC4968 col. 2 Shaded White/Malachite 100% cashmere

Plaid Gessato PC4968 col. 3 Malachite/Shaded White 100% cashmere

Plaid Gessato PC4968 col. 4 Kasha/Powder 100% cashmere

Stripes and weaves are also showcased 
on the new season’s wallcoverings. 
Piazzetta is a fil posé in linen and polyester 
in two versions: 
Plain and Stripe, in dusty shades 
and lovat green. Perfect to mix and match 
in refined décor schemes. 

Wallcoverings
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wallcovering Piazzetta Stripe

armchair Escher

blanket Two in Hand

chair Benghazi

pillow Millwood

Wall covering Piazzetta Stripe AWL1010 

col. 1 Polvere/Grey Dune 62% linen 38% pl

Escher AWV1021 col. 2 Biancore 55% linen 45% wool

Two in Hand PC4976 

col. 1 Light Marengo/Biancore 85% cashmere 15% cotton

Piazzetta Stripe AWL1010 col. 002 Lovat /Grey Dune 62% linen 38 % pl

Benghazi AL2049RS col. White/Eucalyptus 100% linen

Millwood AL2011 col. 6 Lovat /Eucalyptus 100% linen

Constantia and Sandton, crafted from cotton, 
polyamide and polyester in a luminous ivory colourway,
present fresh, rich textures: the weaves conceal stripes 
and chevrons in thicker yarns that catch the light.
Casanova Plain is a fil posé in textural jute, 
in a light shade designed to be teamed 
with the striped version in the collection.
The season also sees the debut of wool for wall coverings.
Essaouira, in a palette of natural shades, has an inviting
handfeel and a rich look with a distinctive gleam, 
and boasts all the outstanding natural properties 
of temperature-regulating, hygroscopic wool. 
Flame retardant.
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wallcovering Casanova Plain

wallcovering Sandton

Casanova Plain AWL1006 col. 1 Stuoia 100% jute

Sandton AWL1009 col. 1 Ivory 40% cotton 40% pa 20% pl
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ITALY
Milan - Via Bigli 21

Ph. +39.02.76260921
interiors@loropiana.com

FRANCE 
Paris - 7, Rue de Furstemberg

Ph. +33.1.42497439
interiors.paris@loropiana.com

U.S.A.
New York - D&D Building

979 Third Avenue, Suite 820
Ph. +1.212.5939663

interiors.ny@loropiana.com

Los Angeles - Pacific Design Center
8687 Melrose Ave, Suite B655

Ph. +1.213.2103783
interiors.la@loropiana.com
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